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New Plan For
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Mary Marsden Crowned;
Snow Sculpture Contest
Is Won By Corbett Hall
Dance and Ski Competition Add Zest
To University's Two-Day Celebration

BY KENNETH ZWICKER

BY BILL BRENNAN
Thousands of students, faculty members, and others joined
together Monday and Tuesday to help celebrate Maine's annual
Winter Carnival with near record attendance being reported at
all events.
A light snow, which placed the campus under a blanket
of
white, fell Tuesday afternoon and evening, but it only added
to the
festive spirit of the day, which saw crowds viewing snow sculptur
es,
taking in the Maine-Rhode Island basketball game, and particip
Lt. Col. Chester E. Glassen, associating
in or watching the intramural skiing events Tuesday afternoon.
ate professor of military science and
Honors were won by groups and individuals on both days,
tactics, said that an extensive study of
the programs has been made by Col.
including:
Francis R. Fuller, head of Maine's
(1) Miss Mary Marsden, a sophomore, was crowned Winter
military department, in order to make
Carniva
l Queen of 1949 by Pres. Arthur A. Hauck at the Ball
complete information available to inMonday evening. More than 300 couples saw the vivacious brunette
terested students and faculty.
accept the queen's cup from Carolyn "Kayo" Foley, retiring queen.
Six Plans Authorized
Four of the programs are applicable
(2) Corbett Hall, in its first year of competition in the sculpto the Officers Reserve Corps, and two
turing event, ran off with first prize with its sculpture titled "One
WINTER CARNIVAL QUEEN—Mary Marsden, Maine's new
Winter
others make commissions available in
Carnival queen, is shown above resting against one of the sign posts
woman power," taken from the comic strip featuring Snuffy Smith.
at
the Regular Army.
an entrance to her domain. Miss Marsden was one of five
contestants for
Second place winner was Phi Kappa Sigma's Denny Dimwit,
The first program, set up by Army
the honor.
Newhall
Photo
taken
from the comic strip,"Winnie the Breadwinner," while Sigma
Circular 306, is directed at the veteran
who was an enlisted man or warrant
-klpha Epsilon was awarded third place with Smokey Stover. Honofficer in the Army. To apply for a
orable mention was given to North Estabrooke's Popeye facing a
commission under this set-up an apRhode Island Ram.
plicant must meet ONE of the follow(3) At Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday evening, more than
ing requirements:
3600 basketball fans were on their feet screaming as the Maine
(1) The applicant must have been
Bears held the Rhode Island Rams to a 33-30 score, one of the
in one of the first three pay grades,
A special matinee of "Macbeth" two evening performa
nces as Lady
or a warrant officer, and must have will be presented Saturday, Mar. 19
lowest
in recent years. During the first half, the Pale Blue matched
Macbeth, and one of the two will also
served actively in the Army between at the Little Thetare, Prof. Herschel
the Rams basket for basket, keeping the game slow and deliberate
Dec. 7, 1941 and June 30, 1947. He L. Bricker announced this week. At play the matinee performance, a speon
their part. A shifting zone defense bothered the Rams throughmust be a high school graduate, not the same time he released the casting cial presentation for high school
out.
yet 30 years old.
for the Shakespearean tragedy.
groups.
(4) During intrantura,1 skiing events, Phi Eta kappa entrants
(2) The applicant must have been
Scheduled to be presented WednesOthers in the cast include Robert
swept through the competition to take first place in the fraternity
an enlisted man in grades four to day through Saturday, Mar. 16-19, Arnold as Duncan, King
of Scotland;
seven (Private to Sergeant), with at "Macbeth" stars Marnel Abrams in
Dwight Frye as Donalbain; Jerome division. Sigma Chi took second place, while Sigma Nu held down
least one year of active duty, a college the title role and Carol Carr and
Mattis as Banquo; Paul Payson as third place. In the women's division, Off-Campus Women won first
graduate, and not yet 32 years old.
Charlotte Alex as Lady Macbeth.
Macduff; George Gonyar, Lennox; place, followed by Colvin Hall and East Hall in that order.
(3)
The Army has established
several new programs providing
opportunities for veterans and
non-veterans to obtain commissions in the Organized Reserve
Corps and the Regular Army, the
military department has announced.
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Special Matinee Of'Macbeth'
Set For Little Theatre Mar.19

The applicant must be currently enlisted in a Reserve Corps Class A
or B, Unit with one year's service
(active or inactive), and a high school
graduate. Men under this category
must complete an Army extension
course prior to becoming eligible for
the commission.
The second program, set up by
Army Circular 210, is directed at professionally qualified civilians with no
previous military service.
Under this program the educational
(Continued on Page Seven)

BULLETIN
Prof. Wofford Gardner, head
of the speech department, has announced that all freshman students
interested in participating in intercollegiate debating should contact
him at 310 Stevens Hall within the
next two weeks.
According to Prof. Gardner,
freshman debate teams from the
four Maine colleges will meet in a
tournament sometime this spring.

According to Prof. Bricker, Miss
Carr and Miss Alex will each play Irving Marsden, Ross; Hal Jack, Jr.,
Monteith; S. Carleton Guptill, Caithness; Donald McGlauflin, Angus;
Wendall Hodgkins, Fkance; David
Simonton, Siward; Al Dumais, Young
Siward; Richard Buck. Seyton .
George Sherman. Sergeant; John
Maine students have never been
Ballou, a porter; Harlan Witham, an
known
to underestimate the opportuniold man; Robert Moran. an Engli,h
Wilfred J. Hinton. director of
ties
afforded
by a holiday. and Tuesdoctor; Donald Povich. a Scotti!.h
studies at the Institute of Bankers,
doctor; Betty Hempstead. Lady Mac- day was no exception. With a slight
London, and formerly a director of
interruption due to Monday's classes.
the British Information Services, will duff; Theresa O'Reilly. a gentle- the week end re-established its mood
woman; Allegra Anderson, Beverly
give the opening address for the InA. Chadeayne, and Arlene Doans. the that evening with the Intramural Ball.
stitute of International Affairs to be
The spirit carried over to Tuesday,
weird sisters; and Gladys Armstrong.
held at the University Mar. 14-16.
when students who were never able to
Hecate.
Widely known as an economist and
make first hour classes were up early
an expert on international affairs,
witness all of the activities that
to
Seek New Members
Hinton has visited the United States
became the order of the day.
several times on lecturing tours. In
The Mrs. Maine Club, formerly
Most campus residents and many
1943 he was awarded an honorary known as the Student Wives Club, is visitors inspected the snow sculptures
LL.D. degree by the University.
now holding its drive for new mem- created by members of the dorms and
Hinton will address the institute bers. This club is noted for the Maine fraternities. Even the off-campus
Monday night, Mar. 14. Trygve Lie, Cubs Nursery School on campus and groups contributed to the attempt to
secretary-general of the United Na- other worthwhile projects.
create a comic-strip atmosphere on
tions, will speak at a general assembly
A tea honoring the new members campus.
Tuesday morning.
will be given Mar. 5, 2-5:00 p.m. at
Such favorite characters as Maggie
A number of discussion panels are Balentine living room. Those wishing and Jiggs, and Bugs Bunny were presbeing arranged for the three-day further information, contact Mrs. Ar- ent in every corner where the future
schedule.
nold J. Buschena, South Apartments.
(Continued on Page Three)

Briton To Open
Affairs Program

Maine Enjoys
Its Carnival

First Festival
Staged In 1922
Fireworks and a pitched ten-minute
snowball battle between Freshman and
Sophomore men were features of the
original Winter Carnival at the University in 1922.
Modeled after the annual carnival
at Dartmouth College. the first midwinter holiday empha,
ized athletic
events.
The three-day festival, 27 years
ago combined entertainment by the
Masque, musical club, and orchestra
with student participation in snowshoe
races, skijoring, skating demonstrations, and an informal dance in the
gym. The week end schedule was
climaxed by the Maine-Colby basketball game for the New England
championship.
It wasn't until 1924 that the present
practice of electing a queen to reign
during the holiday was initiated. At
(Continued on Page Three)
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Door Duty Calls Upon Women
To Cooperate With Neighbors
By MARILYN WYMAN
Occasionally there issues from the
women's dorm a shriek accompanied
by the exclamation, "I have door duty
tonight." The fellows may also have
heard this statement, when being refined a date.
_
Most people know that telephoning
a women's dorm or visiting there
means contact with a receptionist. The
University has employees in each
dormitory who are on duty to admit
visitors, answer the telephone and take
messages. These employees remain at
their desks from 10 a.m. when the
dormitories are opened until 7:45 p.m.
Door duty then becomes the task of
the girls living in the dorm.
Under WSGA rules, the vice president of the house is responsible for
assigning door duty to each girl in
turn. Girls who miss door duty, or
are late receive demerits.
Door duty is never an entirely monotonous job. It is puzzling when calls
are received for people who do not
reside in the house. The girl on door
duty is called to sympathize with those
fellows who have been waiting "hours"
for their dates to make an appearance.
Occasionally, men who have been
drowning their sorrows at Pat's, will
call the dorm to talk with someone.
Some of the more coy students visit
dormitories in groups and ask for all
the girls who are in. Recently three
fellows entered Salentine and asked
permission to go down to the recreation room to play the piano.
Freshman girls on duty must go to

s.djahiNFaut
sAMOR.sti.

the rooms to deliver a message for a
phone or door call. The upperclass
dorms have a buzzer system which
rings each room.
When closing time draws near the
girl on duty locks the door and takes
care of the lights. Paid yoluoteers take
door duty on week ends.
Door duty allows the residents of a
dormitory more leisure. They are
assured that messages will reach them
even if they are not in the dorm when
a call is made. Door duty teaches
another lesson in dormitory living.

25th Anniversary
Yearbook For Hillel
A yearbook edited by Frances Lubovitz of the University of Maine will
be presented the Hillel Foundation at
its annual state convention, March 1113. at Colby College.
The yearbook, recording Hillel activities at Maine, Bates, and Colby,
commemorates Hillel's twenty-fifth
anniversary.
Hillel Foundation classes in _Hebrew. Yiddish, and Essentials of
Judaism are featured in the book, as
are the Maine chapter's choir and
dramatic groups, which have presented
several radio programs.

Foundation Offers Award
For Peace Dissertation

A $1000 Prize Dissertation Award
is being offered by the Sidney Hillman Foundation in the field of trade
union development and race relations
111••••7 or world peace.
To qualify, a dissertation must have
met the Ph.D. requirements of a recognized university in the United States
or Canada. or its author must already
have the degree or its equivalent.
The dissertation must be forwarded
to the Sidney Hillman Foundation,
Inc., 15 Union Square, New York 3.
N
before July I.

Temple Elects Ireland
Lloyd Ireland '50 was elected Worshipful Master of the Order of the
Temple last Thursday night.
Installation of the new officers will
take place tonight in the Orono Lodge
Hall at 7:30. There will be a lobster
stew supper served to members and
guests at 6:30 at the Hall.
Other officers elected were John
Graffam, senior warden; Oscar Bontilier. junior warden; and Milton
Coleman, secretary.
•

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.

SPORT
COATS
and SLACKS
A Choice Selection
for SPRING.

Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention
35 Central St., Bangor, Mee
•
•

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
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Reading And
Religion To
Be Studied

Jones Is First
Campus Ham In
Mars System

"To what extent do college reading
materials present religion fairly?"
This question is dealt with by the
report entitled "College Reading and
Religion,:: sponsored by the American
Council on Education in conjunction
with the Edward W. Hazen Foundation. The work dealing with textbooks
in 13 major teaching fields is edited by
Donald P. Cottrell, dean of the College
of Education, at Ohio State University.
In conjunction with this program a
study group composed of faculty, administration, and alumni has been organized at the University of Maine,
with the purpose of discussing various
aspects of religion in higher education.
The newly created group includes
the Maine Christian Association Advisory Board and the Faculty Consultation Body. Plans call for eight or
ten sessions throughout the spring semester.
The planning board includes: Ruth
E. Wadleigh and Charles E. O'Connor, Maine Christian Association secretaries; Reverend Hobart J. Gary,
chaplain to Episcopalian students; and
Professor Charles F. Virtue, of the
philosophy department.
Members of the study group, some
of whom will lead the discussion, are
Professors Douglas A. Glanville,
Frank C. Foster, G. William Small,
Himy B. Kirshen, J. Thomas Pedlow,
William R. Harvey, Louise A. Stedman, Dr. George Dow. Mrs. James
H. Waring, Mr. John C. Sealey, Jr.,
and Mr. T. Russell Woolley.

Auburn Seniors
Win Debate Tourney

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches

55 PICKERING SQ.
BANGOR

25 Hammond St., Bangor
•

Carol Carr

No. Carolina Drive
Headed By Winslow
Charlotte Alex
TWO LADY MACBETHS... Pictured above are Carol Carr and
Charlotte Alex who have been cast
as Lady Macbeth in the forthcoming
Masque production which will be
staged Wednesday through Saturday, Mar. 16-19. The two girls will
alternate, one playing the first night,
and the other the next. This sharing of important roles is one of the
Masque's experiments in dividing
experience on the stage among its
members. Professor Bricker has
announced the rest of the cast.
(Story on page one.)

Morton Brody and Freeman Frank,
Edward Little high school seniors,
took first place in the University of
Maine's High School Debate tournament held here over the week end.
Brody and Frank defeated Gilbert
Shapiro and Myron Bell, Lewiston
high school, in the final debate.
Students representing 13 Maine
schools participated in 63 debates during the two day tourney. Question for
all debates was: Resolved that the
United Nations now be revised into a
Federal World Government.
The tourney was sponsored by the
University of Maine's speech department, under the supervision of Prof.
Don't forget to lock your car doors
Wofford Gardner, Maine varsity deand
roll up the windows—somebody
baters, faculty members, and visiting
coaches acted as judges. Interested is tired of walking and has started
borrowing cars.
students served as chairmen.
Chief Frank Cowan of the Campus Police Department reported this
Pieatamit Todoral Ramon* Bank
week that Ted Newhall's car disappeared Thursday night in front of

Willis S. Winslow, Raleigh, N. C..
has been appointed chairman of the
Union Building Fund drive for the
Carolinas, Raymond H. Fogler, New
York, general chairman, has announced.
A native of Waldoboro, Maine, Winslow graduated from the University in
1919, and has been associated with
state highway departments of Maine,
Deleware, and North Carolina
The Union Building Campaign,
whose goal is $900,000 for the construction of a memorial building to the
180 Maine men who died in World
War II, is reported to be progressing
successfully.

Drivers Warned To Lock Cars
After Lensman's Is Borrowed

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Jeweler.,
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

Sgt. 1st Class John \V. Jones, sigral corps instructor of the Military
1 Department, has received the first radio amateur operator's‘ membership
certificate issued by the Department of
the Army at the University.
Sgt. Jones, a long-time amateur operator, has been assigned frequency
6997.5 kilocycles as station A2QEQ,
part of the First Army Military Amateur Radio System (MARS). The
network control station is at Governors Island, New York. He is on the
air each Tuesday at 10 p.m.
MARS has been established by the
Department of the Army to create interest in military radio communications and to have available the services
of MARS operators in the event of
emergencies.
Major Samuel Unger, assistant professor of Military Science and Tactics,
indicated that he would accept applications for membership in MARS
from all interested persons.
Membership is open to any individual in the ROTC, Organized Reserve
Corps, National Guard, or any other
component of the armed forces who
possesses a valid amateur radio operator's license issued by the Federal
Communications Commission.

I

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With tarot.. offices In
Eastern Matn•
Mittrib•r Forier•I Deposit !neurones Corp.

SAE and was found the next morning
in the North Dorms parking lot.
Newhall, who operates a studio in
Orono, parked his car in front of
SAE before going in to take pictures.
When he returned, the car was gone.
Chief Cowan believes that it was
"taken by a person on campus who
didn't want to walk up to the North
Dorms."
Chief Cowan also issued a warning
this week to all extended coffee
drinkers in Carnegie lounge, asking
that drivers do not leave cars parked
in the road beside the old library for
more than ten or fifteen minutes.
The Police Department doesn't
mind, Cowan said, if a person parks
there for a few minutes while he
dashes in for a quick lunch, but if the
car remains there too long, it blocks
traffic and causes a hazard.
Besides blocking traffic, overtime
parking on this street prohibits visitors to the Carnegie Art Galleries
and music rooms from having a place
to leave their cars.
The Chief stressed that the only.
places legally assigned for parking
on the campus are in back of Stevens
Hall and the North end of the Campus.
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Carl Sandburg
Charms Large
Maine Crowd

Written Tests
Announced For
Engineer Jobs

University students and faculty were
entertained yesterday by Carl Sandburg, one of America's leading contemporary literature personalities.
His program consisted of several
of his own poems and a recital of
folk songs which he presented, furnishing his own accompaniment with
a guitar.
Mr. Sandburg, since 1914, has devoted himself to writing, lecturing.
reading from his own works, singing
folk songs, and collecting old ballads.
In addition to his poetry, mostly in
free verse, which has won him a top
spot in the literary field, Sandburg has
gained fame as an author of books for
children, his biographical works of
Abraham Lincoln, and as an American
folk song recitalist.
Among the many awards which he
has won since he entered the field of
poetry is the Levinson Poetry Prize,
awarded annually to an American
poet in honor of Helen Hear Levinson, mother of Dr. Ronald B. Levinson, head of the department of philosophy at the University.
Following the assembly Mr. Sandburg was guest of the University of
Maine Press Club at a short luncheon
meeting.

Brotherhood Week
Now Being Held
A joint meeting of Canterbury Club.
'A OMEN'S WORK—Queen Mary Marsden peers around
North
Koinonia, and Questors Club with
Estabrooke's Popeye the Sailor, which won honorable mention
in the snow
Nancy Beecher as guest speaker besculpturing events of the Winter Carnivol. First place went
to Corbett
gan the activities of Brotherhood week
Hall, second to Phi Kappa Sigma, and third to Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
last Sunday. During this week exhibits depicting the major religious faiths
of the world have been displayed in
the Library.
Last night the Radio Guild presented
a program for Brotherhood week on
its regular show. The Newman Club
(Continued from Page One)
also held a meeting for all students,
(Continued from Page One)
with Judge Max Pinansky as the dis- comic-s
trip artists had been at work. that time students attendin
g the ball
cussion leader.
But the day was too short to be were the only voters
allowed to cast
Hillel services will be held tomor- spent entirely
on the sculptures. Stu- ballots. They elected Majorie
Rowe
row night in the Louis Oakes Room dents
broke out skis and skates for as the first wearer of
the coveted
with a Protestant minister as speak- a few
hours on the slopes and at the crown worn by Maine co-eels.
er. The MCA services on Sunday rink. The
MOC cabins at the ski tow
In 1927, the Intramural Ball was
will feature a rabbi's talk.
and skating rink were hosts to groups made formal, and ten
years later the
pausing for a moment's relaxation.
queen was elected from a field of five
Rushing through supper, most of the candidates by the entire student
Geology Club Searches
body.
students headed for the Memorial Gym according to today's practice.
Maine For Hot Rocks
to watch the contest between the Black
The final step towards the Carnival
The Geology Club at the University Bears and the Rhode Island Rams.
as it exists today was made in 1935,
Late permission for co-eds gave by the addition of ice & snow sculpturis conducting a study of meteorites
which have fallen in the state. The everyone an opportunity to enjoy the ing to the program. Beta Theta Pi
club members are setting up a system holiday that marks the 217th year fraternity was the first winner with a
whereby information concerning the since the birth of George Washington. no del of the house insignia.
fallen stones may be sent to the school
The principal difficulty confronting
the students at present is the lack of
accurate knowledge as to the locality
of meteors which have fallen in this
area.
A recent edition of the Rock and
Hammer, a geology publication, carried a short article on the phenomenon of meteorites and a short history
IF YOU PLAY—
of stones which have been discovered
in Maine.
we offer a complete line
The article aroused interest throughof fine instruments and
out the state, and the club reports
accessories and repair
that they have received many queries
service
for more information.
OLDS—KING—MARTIN

Maine Enjoys
Its Carnival

First Festival
Staged In 1922

GIBSON

Scientific Film Tonight
"Glass for Science," a 38-minute
pictorial story of the manuufacture of
scientific glassware, is being shown
tonight at 7 o'clock, in 305 A uhert
Hall. The film, taken in natural color at the Corning Glass Works, is
being sponsored by the University
student affiliate of the American
Chemical Society.
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IF YOU LISTEN—
come in and browse in
our large record and
sheet music departments
HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICIANS SINCE 1885

ANDREWS MUSIC 110USE.Inc.
118 Main St.

Bangor,

Campus Calendar

11.)DA1, FEBRUARY 21
12 noon, University Seminar panel
discussion on Report of the President's Committee on Higher EduThe United States Civil Service
cation. Professor Frank C. Foster,
Commission has announced that apleader—Merrill Hall.
plications for an Engineer-Trainee ex3:45 p.m. Record Concert, 101
amination will be accepted until Mar.
Carnegie Hall.
8 by the Executive Secretary, Cen6:45 p.m. MOC Red Cross Course
tral Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex11 Coburn Hall.
aminers, Bureau of Reclamation, Den7 p.m. Tumbling Club—Women's
ver Federal Center, Denver, Colorado.
Gym.
Appointments to jobs paying $2,498
7 p.m. 38-minute pictorial story on
and $2,724 a year will be made from
manufacture of glassware-305
the examination. The jobs are located
Aubert Hall.
in the Bureau of Reclamation in Mon7:15 Glee Club rehearsal—Cartana. Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexnegie Foyer.
ico, Utah, North Dakota, South DaFRIDA
Y, FEBRUARY 25
kota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,
3:45
Record Concert, 101 Carnegie
and Texas.
Hall.
Competitors must pass a written
4:45 Vesper Services, Little Theatest, and must have completed two
tre.
years of a standard professional en7 p.m. Bridge and Chess Clubs,
gineering curriculum to qualify for
MCA Building.
$2,498 positions, and three years of
8 p.m. "M" Club Co-Recreation
the same program to qualify for jobs
Program, Women's Gym.
paying $2,724. Maximum age limit
Delta Delta Delta Sorority's
for applicants is 35 years.
annual semi-formal, Delta
Applications will be accepted from
Tau Delta House.
students who are otherwise qualified
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
and expect to complete the required
Basketball—Maine and Colby at
courses before June 30, 1949.
Waterville.
Persons interested may obtain more
8:30 p.m. Faculty Dance Club.
information from first and second
Estabrooke Hall.
class postoffices, from Civil Service
SUNDA
Y, FEBRUARY 27
regional offices, or from the U. S. Civil
11 a.m. Non-Sectarian church
Service Commission, Washington 25,
services—Charles O'Connor.
D. C.
7 p.m. Koinonia, MCA Building.
Varsity Singers at Gould Acad.
Ride Slated To Portland
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2
Anyone wishing a ride to Portland
7 a.m. Fellowship, MCA Building.
on any week end should contact Jerry
6:30 p.m. Conservative Fellowship,
Bates, SAE. by telephoning 508. He
MCA Building.
will leave the campus at 1 p.m. Friday
7 p.m. Freshman Club, MCA
..nd leave Portland at 7 p.m. Sunday.
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING
SCREEN HITS

1E11 EIGIA\D THEATRES, Inc.
11 OPERA HOUSE
IIANG4111
Feb. 24, 25, 26
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
"WHISPERING SMITH"
Alan Ladd. Robert Preston
Feb. 27, 28, Mar. 1, 2
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
"YELLOW SKY"
Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter

BIJOU
DANG011
Feb. 24, 25, Thurs., Fri.
"HILLS OF HOME"
Lassie, Edmund Gwenn
Feb. 26, 27, 28, Mar. 1
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
"YOU GOTTA STAY
HAPPY"
1,wan Fontane. Jimmy Stewart

PARK
BANGOR
Feb. 21. 1 hilt
,
.
"R ODDS AND Mt SI(
••111 cliTOOT"

5TRPN DI
0114)NO
& Thum, Feb. 23, 24
••R 111i A CROOKED MILE"
I /mins O'Keefe, I.ouise
Albritton
Plus
"LAST OF THE WILD
HORSES"
James Ellison, Jane Frazee
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 2.5-26
"ADVENTURE OF
DON JUAN"
(Technicolor)
Errol Flynn, Viveca Lidfor
Also Cartoon
Sat. Mat. 2:30 Eve. 6:30-8:21
Sun. & Mon., Feb. 27-28
"THE ACCUSED"
Loretta Young, Rob( Ft
Cummings
Also Cartoons
Sun. Mat. 3:00 Eve. 6:30-8:21
Tuesday, March 1
"THE ORCHID"
(Le Pere Tranquille)
(In French with English titles)
A delightful French family
p.)rtrait of a genial Papa ‘01 ,
led a "double life"
6:30-8:24

Wed. & Thurs., Mar. 2-3
Double Feature
"AN .ACT OF MURDER"
F. March, E. O'Brien
Plus
Feb. 27. 28. Mar. I
"DYNAMITE"
Sun., Mon..
William Gargan, Virginia
"LAST DAYS OF POMPEIIWelles
"SHE"
6:30- 7:38
Biiou and Opera House operate c( ntinuously from 1:30
to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35* to 5 o'clock
Feb. 25. 26. Fri.. Sat.
"BLACK ARROW"
"DYNAMITE"

I
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Battle Of The Sexes
Is Unabated

Our Door Is Always Open
On occasion, although not as frequently as one might suspect.
we hear that this or that organization is unhappy about this newspaper.
Sometimes the complaint has to do with inadequate news coverage. An organization may feel that its doings are not reported as
fully- and as often as they should be.
At other times the complaint concerns editorial opinion. A
group may feel that its views are not being adequately expressed, or
expressed at all, in this student forum.
On the first count, we are always in the market for news. We
never get too much. Our office is always open; we are serviced by
mail and by telephone; and we do have a staff of reporters who will
cover stories if we know about them in time.
We, too, are soinetimes unhappy about our news coverage.
Occasionally, readers who have information they would like to see
in print forget to tell us about it. And, all too often, people forget
that we have deadlines; that you can't put a story in a paper after
'
ir /e#//1 my i/v/rco
yo
-r
the paper has gone to press.
The Campus staff is working hard to build up coverage that will
dcA/er14f,N7 /9/yde.i
take in every worthwhile, newsworthy event in the University comc-4,fr heals
munity. You can give us better assistance in covering these stories.
and we can give you a better newspaper. Let us know what your
club plans, who has been elected, what steps you plan to take on
this or that.
We have mentioned that the office is always open. It is literally,
by Biff Shalek
and at almost any time of the day you can find someone there. The
Ray's an idealistic guy. On his
This is the story of two February
editors have classes just like everyone else, but we do spend a great
teacher's application form where it
graduates.
deal of time in the offices, so the odds are good that if you feel like
said race, he put—human. He wrote
Number One—Jerry.
talking things over you'll find us here, anxious to chat with you.
no where it said "would you teach
Jerry came from the Air Force to Sunday School"—he was mixed up,
The Campus also features the "Mail Bag" column on the right
of this page. This column was instituted to give readers an oppor- the University. He majored in Me- and sincere. Although an ace gymnast,
tunity to express themselves. It is always open for printable ex- chanical Engineering—didn't finish on he wrote no where it said, "would you
top, nor bottom, but in the middle. coach sports ?"—you see he thinks
pressionh of student opinion.
schools are over-emphasizing their
Some of the letters we receive are excellent. In saying that we His girl had waited two years, and sports program. He refused to go
after graduation they were married.
aren't just passing judgment on the views expressed. What we
through a teacher's agency for his
He hasn't a job. Just before graduamean is that som of the letteers to the Campus are well written and tion the talk on campus was Monsanto, job. He thought their blood-sucking
reflect serious thought on the part of the writers. We would like to General Electric. Jobs were plentiful, salary percentage system was undemojunior engineers could trade their cratic.
receive more letters of that kind.
This week Ray is back on campus.
Every newspaper man who ever handled a letter column knows diplomas in for a mint. Company
He is getting affidavits stating that he
wheat
in
a
up
like
jobs
were
lined
that good letters attract other good letters. On the other hand, poor
field ripe for cutting. Jerry says no. can teach sports. He is making out
letters—either those of the crank variety or those that are trivial— Jerry says a street cleaner job offers a form that says he belongs to the
tend to keep good letters away.
more money than the company's. Jer- white race. He has applied through
We would like to have the "Mail Bag" a real outlet for student ry says maybe he'll clean streets. the agency. He likes to eat.
Maybe the honeymoon is over?
Number Two—Ray.
opinion. You can help us make it that by writing good letters. All
letters must be signed, as a protection to ourselves. However, if
you do not want your name revealed to the public, you need only
indicate this, and we shall delete it from the copy.
While we're on the subject of complaints, it might he good to
by Mara,n W'mati
make another point. We have said that our office is always open to
anyone wanting to talk things over. But, as much as we want our Having recently taken up the fad to another classroom. The needles
now find that the aver- sometimes help me through the conreaders to be happy, we just can't do business as a debating society. of knitting I
gested halls of Stevens.
age day goes like this:
If we did, the paper would never go to press.
periThere are times when fellow stutime
for
that
first
"It's almost
But remember, you have a standing invitation to drop in and od class—now where's my knitting? dents are uncooperative on the subject
see us.
I guess that I'd better take a notebook of knitting. The fellow who sits beside me in astronomy class is much
And remember, too, that if you ever have a major grievance too."
against this newspaper—one which you feel requires lengthy dis- Arriving at East Annex, never more more interested in stars than in my
cussion rather than just a friendly visit—there's a provision for that. than a half an hour late, I can settle socks. After the fifth time I had
asked him to pass the whole mess
The Student Publications Committee, the publishing board down to knit some more on that sock. down to one of my dormmates who
Usually,
however,
I
am
forced
to
waste
behind this newspaper, is always willing to consider grievances or several good minutes staring down a was sitting at the other end of the
questions of policy that concern this paper's relationships with its prof who seems to frown on the art. aisle (she corrects my mistakes such
readers.
Probably he never had cold feet. Then as picking up lost sitches) he began
—THE EDITORS
just when I get to the difficult part to growl but the class was almost
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where it is necessary to increase the
number of stitches, that uncooperative
instructor gives some notes on the
Ainus or some such tribe which he
says just have to be put in my notebook. Sometimes I don't have a pencil
and since it's impossible to write anything but braille with knitting needles
I am forced to give up.
But at times I come up with information like this, "purl this row, the
earth is an oblate spheroid; I am short
one stitch, where did it drop; the capitalistic system has disadvantages," and
so it goes. When one class is over I
gather my wool and needles and start

over so I wasn't murdered that hour.
My dormmates and my roommate
are beginning to avoid me now because
of my requests of "Just what did I
do wrong back here?"
But I am going to knit a pair of
socks even if this does happen: Knitting is like college, you get out of it
what you put into it but you won't
recognize it.

Tri-Delts Dance Friday
Delta Delta Delta sorority will hold
its animal Pansy semi-formal Friday
evening at the Delta Tau Delta
house.

To the Editor: The greater per
cent of the girls in the dorms do not
agree to the numerous points mentioned in the letter in the last issue of
the Campus, signed, "Belts and Suspenders."
Just how many girls on campus has
he heard say that they would not
accept a (late because there was no
car in the picture? And what kind
of girls were these, anyway? We
"darned good kids" sit on our fannies
over the week end for the simple reason that the male faction is either
too lazy or too egotistical to become
better acquainted with the opposite
sex.
From the content of the last paragraph of this letter from B. and S.,
it is very evident that the men on
campus are looking for Lana Turners
and Hedy Lamarrs, rather than for
the healthy, wholesome, average
American girls—and there are plenty
of them around. If the boys will only
shed their veils of haughtiness and
conceit, and descend to our level, they
might be surprised to find a great
many of the above described.
Men, you would be astonished if you
knew the number of girls who would
love to have the phone ring for a week
end date with some of you fellows.
But, no—instead of asking a girl for
a date as any normal, well-balanced
male would do, you just sit at your
desks, and not knowing what else to
(10, try to taunt the girls with your
sarcastic remarks which appear in
the C-01111,1!S. Let me tell you, we girls
are getting tired of this. Why not do
something about getting yourselves
dates? Lete's hear the phones ring in
this dorm next week end; let's have
some dates!
"PINS AN NEEDLES"

Why The Buttons
Are Without Beaus
Dear "Buttons-without-Beaus":
Rather than write the usual letter
of rebuttal, we are submitting (what
we consider) a constructive plan for
improving social relations on campus.
We think you will agree that the
past stag dances lack the proper means
of establishing new acquaintances.
The double stag line must go.
We believe that existing conditions
could be improved by holding a
"Novelty Stag Dance" under the following conditions:
1. A definite committee should be
established, whose job it will be to
circulate and make continual introductions, thus disbanding all stag lines
throughout the dance.
2. Couples will be limited to one
set, after which they will introduce
their partner to someone new. The
new acquaintances will comprise the
couples for the following set. This
procedure is to be followed throughout the dance. (No re-introductions
permitted.)
3. Male members of couples violating the above rules will be penalized the privilege of dancing the
following set. "Policemen" will enforce this procedure by placing the
offender in the usual "Barn Dance
Hoosegow."
4. Novelty (lances might also be included in the program
The Sophomore Frolic was an indication that a plan of this type can be
successful, therefore, we present our
idea for suggestive criticism and believe that concerted action will bring
about its introduction on the campus.
THE SOCIAL ENGINEERS
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Bear Facts Court Season Ends, Cri-her Teams Hit Stride
BY JERRY ROGOVIN

Rough Schedule
Faces Varsities
In Sports Trio

Lincoln Sports
Stock Boosted
By MacPherson

The tremendous ovation which
thundered down upon Joe Zabilski
at the Northeastern game was perhaps one of the finest tributes ever
paid a coach hi Maine sports fans,
but the boohing and heckling of
visiting players, coaches, and refMaine's basketball team closes
erees, which has recently increased
BY JOHN MURPHY
its season this week with two
in tempo, is probably the greatest
games in two nights. The Bears
Steve Macpherson is another Uniexample of unsportsmanlike conare at New Hampshire tonight,
versity graduate who has made his
duct ever seen at this University.
and they oppose Colby at Waterfreshman year in the coaching profesWhen a visiting coach remarks sion a success.
ville Saturday evening.
about the conduct of the crowd,
Sam Sezak's rejuvenated forces seek
Steve turned out winning teams in
when a referee states that he won't football and basketball
to
avenge the one point defeat by New
at Mattanawreturn to a school because of the cook Academy in Lincoln.
Hampshire registered at Orono two
and adcrowd, and when students and fae- vanced his basketball squad to a playweeks ago.
tilt, become incensed with the spec- off position for the Class M tournaColby is set to trim Maine for the
tators to the point that the topic is ment.
3rd successive time. The Mules scoutrampant in every conversation, stued Maine in the Northeastern game.
A native of Portland, he graduated
dents ought to wake up.
from Portland High School, where he
A loss to the Bears in the series finale
Inga Walsh is perhaps one of the played football. Steve captained the
will knock a prop from beneath their
best players seen on the Maine court 1940 eleven.
post-season tourney aspirations.
Macpherson entered Maine in the
this season. He is also an excellent
Traeksters Meet Springfield Here
foul-shooter. He took his time in fall of 1941, but left for the service
Maine's trackmen go after their secthe Northeastern game, and he Was in Feb.. 1943. He served in the Miliond win of the indoor season Saturroundly boohed. Referee Flaherty tary Police as a staff sergeant and reday against strong Springfield. The
detected Al Hopkins hipping a ceived his discharge in Mar., 1946.
Gymnasts have turned out strong outReturning to Maine, Steve earned
Northeastern man, and the foul was
fits the past several years, and they will
called and the fans shouted down his varsity football letter in 1946-47
be favored to defeat Maine.
SIMMONS LEADS Sam Silsby and unidentified New Hampshire
the ref. Hopkins did not protest. at the fullback slot.
runner in 280-yd. run heat. Maine won the meet, 71-56.
The win over New Hampshire proMacpherson graduated from Maine
Ed Petro shouted to his charges to
duced
a record-tying 50-yd. dash by
play better ball. and he Ma. almost in 1948 with a Bachelor of Science
Will
Hammond
in the second heat.
degree in physical education.
hooted out of the g,
He broke the tape in 5.5 sec.
Director of Health and Physical
At high school, it w a- adolescent Education
Middlebury Host to I.S.U. Teams
behavior when the kids boohed and
Ted Curtis's skiers compete with the
At present he is Director of Health
hissed the opponents and the ref. and Physical Education and
top
intercollegiate teams in the United
coach of
At college, we are supposed to be football, basketball, and baseball at
States and Canada this week end.
growing up. Visiting teams some- the Lincoln school. His duties include
Dartmouth, New Hampshire, and
Inclement weather Saturday forced
Maine's varsity ski team, scoring
times travel 250 miles to play here. instruction in the high school and
St.
Lawrence will rule as favorites.
a
one-day
postponement
the
Annexof
better than last week, placed 5th in a
They bring no fans of their own; supervising in the elementary and
all-star hockey game, and spoiled the field of ten at the McGill Winter
yet we have the indecency to booh rural schools.
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
debut of a Maine team against outside Carnival last week end. New Hampconstantly. It's no wonder they
Steve has formed an M club at the competition, because some Annex men shire nipped Dartmouth to
STANDINGS
win
the
razz Maine men as hicks. It's a school to improve recreational faciliTeam
Goals
failed to appear.
meet.
Maine
fans ties. The club has constructed a skatstupid exhibition that
Won Lost Tied For Ag'nst
A loan of a full line from the Orono
Fifth position was made more on a I. Bruins
have been giving.
3 0 1 17- 5
ing rink on the athletic field for use
team allowed the game to proceed team basis than by indi:idual points. ). Black Bears 2 0 1 5- 3
heckle
and this winter.
Quite often the fans
2 1 1 18- 10
Sunday, and a hectic offensive strug- X 3rd in cross country, a 4th in the 3. Cyclones
jump upon the referee when he 1949 Teams Very Promising
4. Maple Leafs 1 2 0 6- 14
gle ensued. Maine won, 12-8, with 11 jump. and an 8th in the downhill-slamakes a call. And yet it is infreIndependents 2 3 0 8- 10
In football, Steve took six letterof the total goals scored by Orono loin combined to give Maine its total. 6. Phi Gams
1 3 1 6- 10
quent when the player upon whom men front a team which had won only
Betas
students.
1
Bill
3 0 5-12
Cummings
finished
4th
in
the
7.
simithe foul is detected reacts in a
a single game the year before and
Larry Hersom was the individual jump. He made the second longe-•
lar manner. How in hell can a produced a club which won four
spectator in the balcony tell what is games, lost three, and tied one. His star of the scrimmage. He dented the standing jump of the competition,
g • g on all over the floor? And squad scored 118 points to only 12 strings five times.
yet, the crowd can always be count- the preceding season.
Co!by Wins First Cup
Houlton, Ellsworth, Dover-Fox- Campus Picks All-Stars
ed upon to blast the official.
For
State Court Crown
Discus-Won by Gordon (M); 2nd,
The Maine-Colby game Saturday croft. anti Bar Harbor lost to Lincoln. Of Intramurals In
Tupper (H); 3rd, Totman(M). DisMar.
at
received
were
Fortner Governor Horace Hildreth tance: 127 ft. 11h in.
night at Waterville promises to be Early season defeats
Pole vault-Won by Langevin
An all-fraternity and an all-dormi- has presented the first Paul L. Davida beauty. Colby wants to knock the hands of Orono and Belfast. They
; 2nd, McLeod (NI ; 3rd, Higoff Maine. and our boss would like were edged by Stearns, 19-18, and tied tory basketball five will be chosen by son trophy to Colby College for win- (NH)
gins (M). Distance: 12 ft. 6 in.
14-14.
Dexter.
ning
the
1948-49
state
series
in
basketthe
C'ompus
next
month.
close
their season ssith a win.
to
Shot put-Won by Tupper (NH);
Macpherson's court squad ended up
The game might prose to be close.
Those forms for the all-star selec2nd. Alden (M); 3rd, J. Silsby (M).
wins and
11
with
season
regular
its
The award, which will be presented Distance: 41 ft. 6% in.
Yet. I don't think the Colby suptions. which were mailed to coaches
seven losses. They were defeated by and referees of
45-yd. high hurdles-Won by Beal
porters %sill heckle the
kitorsthe three intramural on a yearly basis, honors a Gardiner
Bucksport in the playoff for the tourv* kb the enthusiasm of our spectadivisions. must be returned to the and Bowdoin man killed in action in (M); 2nd, Barndollar (NH); 3rd,
Gamble (NH). Time: 6.1 sec.
1943.
tors. It might be a good idea for ney spot.
Campus by Mar. 11.
50-yd. dash-Won by Hammond
some University students to ride
Colby clinched the title Feb. 12.
(M); 2nd. Simmonds (M); 3rd,
down to Waterville and see
Maine was visited by Sebastian
Barndollar (NH). Time: 5.6 sec.
Sam Sezak and his rejuvenated
Cabot (14%) and settled by Popham
Maine was the first region in the
One-mile run-Tie between Johnscourt squad have done a great job
colonists (1607) at the mouth of the United States to build a ship (The ton (M) and Harndon (M); 3rd.
O'Brien (M). Time 4 min. 39.5 sec.
since the start of the semester. Win
Kennebec River.
Virginia).
600-yd. run-Won by Brown (M);
ISU-6A
or lose. they iila hard, and fight
2nd. Sweet (NH); 3rd, S. Silsby
Fresh from the icy and treacherous
for 40 minutes. Coach Sezak de(M). Time: 1 min. 16.1 sec.
serves every plaudit he receives. slopes of the I-aurentians in Canada,
Two-mile run-Won by Wallace
(M): 2nd. Paulson (NH); 3rd,
The team cc
t he praised too the Maine ski team has been practicKnowlton (M). Time: 10 min. 22
much, either. But this University ing intensively for this week-end's
sec.
Nor Dorm 5
Fraternity Divis'
2
where
doesn't deserse a winning team. competition at Middlebury, Vt.,
65-yard low hurdles-Won by BarnNorDorms 1 & 2
6
4
Won Lost Frosh
Team
dollar (NH): 2nd. Beal (M); 3rd,
Maine fans don't know the proper the International Ski Union will be
6
4
Hammond (M). Time: 7.8 sec.
Ocummo
respect to which athletes and ath- held.
Kappa Sigma
0
11
4
5
280-yard run-Won by Boulanger
composed
of
which
I.S.U.,
is
)orm
8
Nor
I
The
11
Mu
Delta
0
Phi
3
6
letic organizations are entitled.
3
New Dorm 3-Tm.
10
2
6 (NH); 2nd. Hammond (M); 3rd,
the ten best college teams in Eastern Phi Gamma Delta
Brown (M).• Time: 31.1 sec.
NorDorms
3
8
7
&
9
Kappa
Phi
Eta
3
6
year,
United States and Canada each
1000-yard run-Won by Webb
Trailers
4
8
Phi Kappa Sigma
2
7
Boxers Train For Bouts
I NH): 211d. Packard (M): 3rd.
includes Dartmouth, New Hampshire, Sigma Nu
NorDorms 3 & 4
7
4
7
Tripp (11f 1. Time: 2 min. 21.6 sec.
NorDorm
7
1
4
8
Boxing and wrestling workouts McGill, St. Lawrence, Toronto, Cor- Beta Theta Pi
High jump-Won by Gamble
White
7
Tau
Division
5
Delta
Delta
begin today for those students who nell, Syracuse, Amherst, Vermont, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(NH): 2nd, Langton (NH); 3rd, tie
6
6
Team
Won Lost between Higgins (M) and
intend to participate in the intramural Maine.
High5
Lambda Chi Alpha
5
4
Corbett
10
1
lander (M). Distance: 6 ft.
who
eight
The
competed
same
men
Alpha Tau Omega
6
5
events. Prof. Stan Wallace asks the
Dunn 2
8
1
Broad jump-Won by Haynes
5
7
men to sign up at the physical edu- at McGill will make the trip. They in- Tau Epsilon Phi
Hannibal Hamlin
7
(M); 2nd. Barker (NH): 3rd. ManChi
8
Theta
4
West Oak
7
3
chester (M). Distance: 20 ft. 11% in.
cation office, and report three times clude Cummings, Broomhall, McDon- Sigma Chi
3
9
New Dorm 3-Tm. 2 6
3
35-lb. hammer-Won by Alden
ald, Dwelley, Chapman, Newton. Alpha Gamma Rho
each week.
1
11
Center Oak
4
5
(Ml: 2nd. Gordon (M): 3rd. Mullin
Hawkes, and Barr.
1
11
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Dunn 1
4
5
(NH). Distance: 48 ft. 6/
3
4 in.
0
11
Tau Kappa Epsilon
'MEN ARE NOT ALLOWED TO
Dunn 4
4
5
Division
Blue
USE THE WOMEN'S WINTER
Maine has 1,300 wooded islands.
Corbett 3
4
5
Maine has 13 institutions of higher
Won Lost East Oak
Team
7
3
SPORTS EQUIPMENT IN THE 2,465 lakes, and twice the latter numlearning-six colleges or universities,
Corbett 1
1
9
2
7
SOUTH ESTARROOKE LOCKER ber of rivers and streams, comprising NorDorms 11 & 13
one professional school, four teachers
Corbett 1
NorDorms 10 & 12
2
7
2
7
ROOM.
one-tenth of its surface.
colleges, and two junior colleges.
Dunn 3
2
7
South Apartments
0
9

Weather Dampens Maine Skiers Place
Ice Hockey Debut
Fifth At McGill In
AgainstOutside Foe Close Competition

Bears Open Season
With Decisive Win

Maine Skis In ISU
With Top Teams

Intramural I-loop Standings

rage Si.,
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Pulp, Paper
General Senate Is Now At Work On Plan
Experts Giving To Establish New Uniform Grading System
Student Talks

VA Says Grads
Face Stiffer
Competition

A re solution fur the establishment on campus and all units are urged
Emma Kilburn was appointed to the
to
of a uniform system of grading in all participate.
Social Affairs Committee to fill a vaA series of weekly lectures by 25 depart
ments was offered and passed at
The committee also discussed the cancy left by Nancy Hyde, who is now
The record-breaking college enrollspecialists in pulp and paper mill the last meeting of the Senate. The
question of D. P. students and Miss attending Boston University, and three
ments
of the post-war era will, in the
equipment and paper technology has resolution, introduced by Joe Mur- Ansell
new
member
s, Robert Fletcher, Men's
stated that the entire student
Senate; John Bache-Wiig, Jr., North next few years, result in increased
been announced by Professor Lyle C. ray, OCUMMO representative, was body of any school desiring
to supJenness, head of the department of referred to the committee on final port a D. P. student must guarantee Dorms; and Richard Whalen, Cor- competition for positions in the profesexams for discussion.
full maintenance of the student for the bett Hall, were seated.
sional and administrative fields, a rechemical engineering.
Further action on the installation of full four years of attendance. This
port issued by the Bureau of Labor
Matthew Mc Neary, associate profesa pay-phone in the New Library was includes all medical care, personal
alStatistics for the Veterans Adminissor of engineering drafting, will super- rejected. Henry Doten, Busine
ss Man- lowance, clothing, and summer emtration
reveals.
vise the new course in pulp and paper ager, indicated the plan was not eco- ployment, in addition
to books, board,
The report states that as result of
mill equipment for major students in nomically feasible.
room, and tuition.
The second annual Good Will Chest more college graduates on the labor
the pulp and paper division of chemi- Discuss Bowdoin Plan
As chairman of the NSA commitdrive
will be conducted at the Uni- market, employment requirements for
Dorothy Ansell, reporting for the tee, Miss Ansell reported that
cal engineering.
no deci- versity
Mar. 14 to 21, Antonios Papa- many jobs are likely to be raised.
Foreign Student Committee, said that sion on NSA membership
had been dopoulos,
John Lewis. Jr., instructor in chemchairman of the Chest, has Veterans should enter courses of eduDirector of Admissions Percy F. reached.
ical engineering, will have charge of
announced.
cation or training "as closely related
Crane has contacted the Institute of Three Nominated
the course in paper technology which
The
International Students and the Russian
organization committee, headed as possible to their interests and caThree students, Albert Waitt, Edwas started last semester. Twelve
by co-chairmen James Beaudry and pacities," the report advises.
Student Fund which will recommend ward Cowles, and Lexy Carter
, were
experts connected with leading paper
Emily Smaha, is planning a program
foreign students to attend the univer- nominated, subject to appoin
Those planning for office work, the
tment by
mills will speak at weekly meetings of
whereb
y
every
sity under the Bowdoin Plan.
student
report
continues, should "consider speattendi
ng
Preside
the
nt Hauck, to serve on the newstudents in this course.
University will be contacted during cific training in this field,
Applications will be received early ly organized Safety Commit
as many
tee. ProThe series of lectures began Feb. 9 in March and throug
employers prefer workers with wellhout the semester. fessor Harry Watson will serve as the drive.
and will end May 17.
The plan is open to any housing unit chairman.
The list of organizations which will rounded business school or college
benefit from the fund has been re- business administration training to
duced from that of last year. The those with college degrees in liberal
Board of Governors of the Chest has arts."
agreed that the funds should be
A veteran seeking advice and guidlimited to those organizations which ance "should be
made aware of the
do not receive income from nation- competition which
he is likely to meet
wide drives, and has cut the Red in many fields,"
the report says. "He
Cross. Tuberculosis, and Infantile will be
well-advised to consider the
Paralysis groups from the list.
less-crowded though perhaps lessMoney raised through this year's glamorous
fields, and to take courses
drive will be divided among the Save Ivhich will
enable him to qualify for
the Children Federation, World Stu- more
than one type of job."
dent Service Fund, Salvation Army.
Cancer Society, Crippled Children's
Society, and United Negro College
Fund,

Good Will Chest
,To Hold Fund Drive

Suarez Is Admitted
To Bar Of Maine

John Conners Better;
Able To See Friends
The conditi,n of John D. Conners,
an associate editor of The Maine
Campus who has been on the danger
list at Eastern Maine General Hospital since February 6, is reported by
hospital authorities as much improved.
He is now able to receive visitors.

Th,ey,'re
,,
popping up
all over
People have been wanting more and more
telephone service and we've been working hard
to provide it. We've added nearly 9,000.000 new
telephones in the past three years. Still more
are needed and are on the way.
But that's not all that we've been doing
to increase the usefulness and value of the
telephone.
Telephone service has been extended to automobiles, trucks, boats, trains and airplanes...
real progress has been made in expanding and
improving rural telephone facilities . . . wire
and radio relay networks have been developed
and enlarged... research has started on new
electronic devices which promise to bring even
wider horizons of electrical communications
within view.
All this means better telephone service for
you ... more people you can reach easily and
quickly.,. more time in your day ... a larger
world in your grasp.

Norman V. Suarez, instructor in
the department of history and government, was one of 14 candidates granted
admission to the Maine Bar after
examinations at Augusta.
Suarez, who joined the University
faculty in 1947, was graduated from
the University of Colorado at Boulder.
and holds membership in the Bar oi
that state.
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NIAINE CAMPUs

ROTC Offers Army Establishes Several Programs Offering
'Vermont Artists
Commissions Candidates Regular And Reserve Commissions Exhibit Works
To Students
In Oakes Room
(Continued from Page One)
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Colonel Francis R. Fuller, professor of military science and tactics,
has announced that applications for
the Advanced Course in ROTC will
be taken at the offices of the Military
Department, beginning Mar. 1.
According to Col. Fuller. present
regulations provide that veterans who
have had one year of active military
service will be allowed credit for the
basic course, and may enter the advanced course directly.
Courses taught at the Department
lead to commissions in the Infantry,
Anti-aircraft-Artillery. and Signal
Corps.
The two-year course, which includes one summer camp, leads to a
commission in the Officers Reserve
Corps, and students who qualify may
receive commissions in the Regular
Army.

requirement depends upon the specialty. In almost all instances a college
degree and/or experience is required.
Specialists Needed
In this category the Army offers
commissions to specialists in the fields
of forestry, art work, bacteriology,
bio-chemistry, chemical engineering,
civil engineering, dramatics and entertainment, entomology, geology, industrial engineering, history, journalism,
mathematics, statistics, languages,
business administration, personnel administration and guidance, physical
education, physics, radio programing.
and economic, political, and social
sciences, and other fields.
Although a degree is required in
most instances, a substitute of four
years' experience is acceptable.
Persons appointed under this program will be required to complete an
Army sub-course within two years
after appointment.

Members of the advanced course,
it was explained, receive about $27 a
month regularly, and $75 monthly
while at camp. plus transportation,
food, and lodging. The student receives about $n00 during the twoyear course.
At the last formal inspection the
University's ROTC received "Superior" rating for the first time.
Ex-Campus mayor Bob Merchant,
who was in last year's class, obtained
a commission in the Regular Army
and is now on duty at the signal school
at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

instructor in
and governdates granted
le Bar after

The world's record landlocked salmon weighing 35 pounds was caught
at Sebago. Maine.

le University
tduated from
o at Bouldt.r.
t the Bar of

Betts Bookstore

Another Oincers Reserve Corps
This category is not restricted ti
program. labeled #33.0, is open to Army veterans, but includes men who
veterans with one year of service and have served in any of the armed forces. The works
of two Vermont artists,
two years of college. In this case a Applications must be in by April 30, Francis Colburn and Arthur Healy,
man may apply for a Second Lieu- 1949. This
program is open only this are now on exhibition in the Louis
tenant's comntission and active duty year. ..
Oakes Room of the library.
for a period of two years. Base pay
The display, which was arranged
The second Regular Army program
for a Second Lieutenant, unmarried,
is offered to professionally qualified for the University by Professor Vinis $201 a month.
civilians without previous military ser- cent A. Hartgen of the Art DepartThe two Regular Army programs vice. The requirem
ent in this instance ment, consists of 18 oil and watercolor
outlined by Lt. Col. Glassen are as is a Ph.D., Master's
, or B.A. degree paintings.
follows:
with three years' experience in some
Colburn, a graduate of the UniverUnder the first of these programs specific field. This program, directed sity of Vermont, has given
shows at
the Artny offers Regular Army com- primarily at technical specialists, has Carnegie Institute, The
Whitney Mumissions to men who held a Reserve an age limit of 30 years.
scum of American Art, and the San
commission for one year during the
Applications in all cases are avail- Francisco Palace of the Legion of
war. between Dec. 7, 1941 and Sept. able at the military
department, in the Honor, where he received a prize in
2, 1945, and who have college degrees Armory. Colonel Fuller
indicated that 1946.
or will have degrees in June. Al- the department stands
ready to discuss
Healy is a graduate of Princeton
though the age limit in this case is 27 these programs, and
Army careers, and now teaches at Middlebury.
years, a man can figure his service with any student who
is interested.
Outstanding among the works extime to his advantage and get into
hibited
are Vineyard Summer and
the program if he has not reached his
The percentage of total for a royal Orchard in Spring by
Healy, Geneal30th birthday at the time of applica- flush in a four-suit
poker game is ogy and Family and Hired Man by
tion.
.00015.
Colburn.
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SummerSession I
Plans Schedule I
Of Six Weeks

Orono. 11aine. Fula nar, 21. 19 I')

I New Yorker
Sigma Phi Hits
Story Adapted Party Circle
By Radio Guild With New Idea

University Society
by Kitty and Jan

Happy Birthday, George! Thanks a
Props: corpse in the game room,
Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of million for the holiday.... we appreci- bats flying hither and yon....
The Radio Guild has announced that
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity inthe University's summer session, has ate it, we do!
Sound effects: thunder, train whis- the production for Wednesday, Mar.
troduced a new kind of party to the
Seventy-five couples attended Midissued bulletins outlining the six-week
2, will be Bill Mincher's adaptation of campus
Winter Houseparty at ATO last tles, etc.
Saturday night when it sponsession of July 5-Aug. 12.
Enter seventy couples ... the scene the New Yorker short story The Ilan
week end. Ray Downs and his orchessored
a
night club-styled dance in
According to the bulletins, the sixtra furnished the smooth dance music opens on Delta Tau's veddy eerie Just Ahead of You.
Estabrooke lounge. Over 100 people
week session will include three-week
The original was written by Robfor the formal, Friday evening.
Ghost Party on Saturday the 12th.
courses, July 5-22, and workshops in
ert M. Coates, author of the novel, attended the dance which featured
Decorations followed the Mid-WinAll
people
the
were
who
lucky
elementary, secondary, and music eduter Carnival theme. Comic silhouettes enough to struggle through the Bear Wisteria Cottage, and is based on the music in a mock-radio show fashion.
cation, July 25-Aug. 12.
An innovation in "vic" parties was
and red and white Trap at Lambda Chi Saturday night, theme that places merely exist, and
The scheduled one-week conferences
streamers set a found themselves in a Fur Trapper's the difficulties which arise are cre- displayed when the music from the
cover modern practices in developing
gay atmosphere. paradise. Madelyn Duffy and her ated by man. It emphasizes the fact record machine, which was hidden in
the school budget and teacher salary
After resting orchestra fiddled for a real old fash- that we are often subjected to unjust an adjoining room, was broadcast
ratings, school secretaries' workshop,
Saturday, all ioned hoe down. heap Big Brave treatment because of some trivial act into the lounge by a public address
character and driver education, and
system. The lounge was well-decorturned out for (He's Too Fat for Me) Stober plus by the "man just ahead."
training.
ated
and resembled a night club, havthe buffet supper, two brave friends, Piela and Gray, Last week's presentation featured
The summer session will include
sports movies and stood guard at their wigwam, making the "Four Cats and a Kitten," namely, ing card tables scattered around the
courses in art, astronomy, chemistry,
the Wife's Club bold attempts to kidnap female Dick Cutts, Bob Cool, Jim Gilchrest, floor with candles furnishing the light.
economics, business administration,
The program of dance music took
skit. This annual squaws. The eats were cocoa and Jim Jordan, and Jean Cunningham.
sociology, English, German, history
affair
The production for Mar. 9 will also on the appearance of a radio show
featured cup-cakes.
and government, home economics,
making a tour of famous night clubs
Mrs. Charlie
Didja know that 5 out of the 13 be a musical, with a script written by
v
mathematics, music, philosophy, physiaround
the country. With Keith
"Loullea" Cook debate coaches
Keith
Fowles.
Visitors
are
welcome
on campus last week
cal education, physics, psychology, and
Fowles as master of ceremonies, the
and Mrs. Artie end for the hi school
at
any
of
these
productions.
debate tournaspeech.
"Don
Wilson" ment were Maine grads ... Hmmmm?
At the last meeting of the Guild recorded music was made to sound
There will be several courses in edulike name bands broadcasting from
Clark, present- Yep... Ada Marsh, Dottie
Salo, Hel- two new members, Bruce Earl and
JAN
cation for teachers and school ading the doings en Herrick Whitman. John Gillis, Mac Chadbourne, were accepted. Both famous spots.
ministrators. They will include ad- around the house,
over radio station and Betty Roe.
Chaprons for the affair, which
have been active in Guild work this
ministration and supervision, arts and ATO-NML (ATO
needs more legastruck
a medium between an informal
year.
Pinitings:
crafts, the curriculum and teaching, cies—and
they do, after eleven girls in
and a semi-formal party, were: Mr.
audio-visual and business education, a row.)
Katie Bnnet
e
to Dick I..awson, Phi
Many of the Gay-T-Oes were
and Mrs. Joseph I. Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
guidance, music, tests and measure- much
Gamma
Delta;
Jeanine Fitzgerald
chagrined to hear their innerEdgar J. Bogan. Mr. and Mrs. Richments. elementary subjects, and genmost secrets revealed before the to Bob Crafty, Lambda Chi Alpha;
ard Bartlett, and Dr. G. William
eral Courses.
Polly Bragg, Gray,
y to Reginald
crowd.
Small.
Hall, Phi Mu Delta; Phyllis Web.
Bubble dancers, fan dancers (of a
Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of
her. Augusta. to Martin Dow. Phi
sort) and the original Can-Can girl,
the
University's General Extension Cash Awards Offered
Mu Delta.
Ma Whitney, performed for the
Division, last week announced that
group. After Mrs. "Rambling Rose Engaged:
several new courses have been estab- College Art Students
Jackie French to Jerr, Caicos:oh.
Oddi" and her guitar had finished
lished.
Cash awards totaling $30,000 are
with a few ballads, the members sang Born:
A course in the teaching of social offered college art students for the
The University of Maine's annual
some of the more cultural songs. Harry Jay to Mr. and Mrs. Her- studies will be given
in Winthrop by best paintings of Christmas themes in
catalog contains descriptions of about
"Sidecar" Jones, The "Mad Hun- bert D. Scribner, Feb. 8th.
Mrs. Grace Dodge, instructor in edu- a competition sponsored by Hall
920 different courses extending over
garian Soychack, the great combo of Gerald Stanley, Jr., to Mr. and cation; a course in principles
and Brothers, Inc., greeting-card publisha wide range of subjects.
Goggin and Payson also entertained. :Mrs. Gerald S. Alden, January 27. techniques of guidance is being taught ers. The project
known as the 1949
In addition to administrative units
A good time was had by all during
at Kennebunk by Dr. Arthur A. Hallmark Art Award, is in charge oi
of the University and other detailed
Hitchcock, Harvard University; and Vladimir Visson. director of exhibiinformation, the new catalog carries the big five day Mid-Winter Week German Club To Initiate
one on the community school is being tions for the Wildenstein Galleries of
a two-color map of the campus with End.
Deutscher Verein, scholastic Ger- given at Milo by Dr. Frank Foster. New York and Paris.
line drawings of some of its buildings, Tau Epsilon Phi's Bohemian
a section devoted to general informa- Party Saturday night was a smashing man honor society, will initiate new professor of education here.
Rules and entry blanks may be obtion, and a complete list of the Uni- success with short skirts, berets, and candidates at its next meeting
Professor Foster will also teach a tained by writing to: Director, Hallversity's personnel. Another new fea- various and sundry other articles giv- Wednesday, Mar. 2.
course entitled "Problems in Educa- mark Art Award, Wildenstein and
Initiation ceremonies will be held in tion," which stresses the teaching of Company, 19 East 64th Street, New
ture is the use of initial letters in the ing the party that "arteestic" atmosindex.
phere. Don Povich and Mr. Suarez 17 North Stevens at 7 p.m.
-awcial studies. reading. and arithmetic. York 21, New York.
The general information section were Co-NIC's and introduced the
stresses the University as "part of the sparkling entertainment provided by
public educational system of the state." Al "Gertrude" Dumais, Lester Yoffe
It also contains a brief historical sec- and Carl "just one of the Harem"
tion concerning the establishment of Lehrman. The Bob-cats meowed...
the University, its former presidents (FA. note: this means, we think, that
and facts about the administrative an aggregation of musicians calling
system.
themselves The Bob-cats provided the
Sections on admission and financial music, we think.)
WITH A SOFT. FLATTERING
information, data on loan funds, Setting: a candle-lit house, sheeted
prizes, scholarships, students activi- furniture, front door barred with old
ties. and the University calendar are boards, and a ladder through the panalso included.
try window....

Education Extension
Adds New Courses

New Features In
Univ. Catalog
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